ABSTRACT

The Mandate System accepted in Paris Peace Conference was put forward and adopted with the thought that it would help the societies with no ability to govern themselves develop and flourish. It was believed that the mandate system will serve this purpose. But it turned into colonialism practice in the hands of Frenchs and British with little differences as before The Great War. While The British who was essential part of this colonial practice concentrated their intentions on the Middle East especially in 19th century, also they accelerated the process of getting a big share by dismantling the Ottoman Empire in 20th century.

To reach their goal, they were involved in important activities done during or after First World War. European countries which became industrialized and flourished and thought ahead for colonising the Ottoman Empire both caused The Great war to be break out and established a new order with injustice and wild implications. One of the products of this New World Order is The High Commissariat of Jordan which was subject to the Palestine Mandate.

New World Order has been voiced many times by colonialist countries and it has been put into force in many forms with some slight formal modifications. Upon looking back the history chronologically, Respectively Protectorate, Mandate since the ancient ages until The Great War, Trusteeship after The Second World War, The United Nations during the Cold War have been introduced to establish so-called the New World Order in new discourses and practices.
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